reasons that Local Authorities now make some financial contribution to their
regional University*
In the process of travelling the road from primary school to University—-
and only about five children in a thousand succeed—some halt at fourteen,
some at fifteen, some at sixteen and some at seventeen. What happens to this
large majority? The short answer is they earn their living by one of the
16,000 methods which are open to them. In the poorer districts it is truer to
say 'that the job chooses the boy or girl. But in addition to earning there is
a vast scheme of part-time, mostly evening, learning* An elaborate system of
technical and commercial institutes prepare these wage-earners for higher
and progressive work in their own trades and industries, while a number of
voluntary societies cater for their recreational interests. It therefore falls to
the Local Authority to make suitable provision for a wide range of Technical,
Commercial and Art Schools, often using day-school premises at night.
Through the Youth Committee it works side by side with voluntary societies
for the physical and recreational needs of young people, It is empowered
to provide camp-sites, community centres and playing fields and also to throw
open school amenities for those who have left school, A significant movement
in this direction is now in action.
In the realm of Technical education a Local Authority like Stoke, Sheffield
or Manchester is directly interested in local industries.   In addition to pro-
viding a general range of technical classes, it will provide specific training an4
research at local Universities or Colleges for the pottery, steel -or cotton in-
dustries.   The teaching staff, in evening work and part-time classes, is usually
a combination of professional teachers and craftsmen*   A small minority of
firms and public bodies have their own continuation schools and in some cases
Local Authorities assist in the work.   The principle of continuation schools
or part-time education has long been conceded, but the economic consequences
have never been squarely faced by the State*   It is now clear that, if they are
ever to be effective, the Board of Education must enforce them everywhere
at the same time.   In the meantime the great army of evening school students
numbers well over a million, nor is the object of their studies merely vocational,
London and larger areas can show purely literary institutes, as well as men's
and women's institutes which are centres for organised hobbies and social life*
This picture of the activities of a Local Authority is by no means complete i
no mention has been made of schools for the mentally and physically defective,
of open-air schools for the sick, nor has reference been made to the provision
of libraries, museums and galleries which directly interest other sides and
committees of a Local Authority,   Lancashire and Yorkshire are differently
organized and each has its own characteristic approach*   Devonshire and
Leicestershire have each built a score of modem Senior Schools and filled
them with fascinating activities.    Sheffield calls all its secondary schools
Grammar Schools, East Suffolk has been a pioneer in Youth Service, Derbyshire
in School architecture, Cambridgeshire in Village Colleges*
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